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Linear and nonlinear magneto-optical diffraction from one-dimensional
periodic structures
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Nonlinear magneto-optical diffraction from periodically structured samples has been studied using
magnetization-induced second harmonic generation~MSHG!. Several orders of diffraction were
clearly observable in MSHG, along with a strong dependence on the magnetization. Sizeable
asymmetry between the MSHG signal measured in positive and negative diffraction peaks,
especially visible in second order, are explained by Fresnel factors. It was found that first-order
diffraction hysteresis loops differ from all others by showing an ‘‘overshoot’’ at magnetization
reversal, both in MSHG and in the linear magneto-optical Kerr effect. Tentatively this behavior is
explained as due to inhomogeneous reversal of the magnetization in the stripes. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1557761#
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Recent theoretical work has indicated the potential
nonlinear magneto-optical diffraction to study periodic ma
netic arrays.1 The nonlinear magneto-optical technique
magnetization-induced second harmonic generation~MSHG!
has been shown to possess several advantages over
magneto-optics. Most of all, due to its surface/interface s
sitivity, the nonlinear magneto-optical response provides
formation about the magnetization of surfaces and bu
interfaces separately from the bulk.2 Due to different selec-
tion rules and higher-order optical tensors, other magn
optical effects also arise in MSHG.3 These effects
have allowed, e.g., magneto-optical observation of antife
magnetic domains4 and of complicated domain patterns
strained films of yttrium–iron–garnet.5 Therefore, it might
be expected that nonlinear magneto-optical diffraction wo
allow us to get more detailed information about period
structures as well as about contributions by domain wall

The aim of this work is to show the possibility of bot
observing and investigating in more detail the MSHG d
fraction from one-dimensional periodic structures. For co
parison, linear magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE! diffrac-
tion was studied as well.

Several orders of diffraction were clearly observable
the MSHG response from a patterned CoNi film, with
strong dependence on the magnetization. The peculiar s
of the hysteresis loops in the first-order diffraction of bo
MSHG and MOKE an tentatively be explained by inhom
geneous reversal of the magnetization of the stripes.

In the electric-dipole approximation, SHG is express
through the second-order polarizationP(2v) induced in a
medium by an incident electromagnetic waveE(v):

Pi~2v!5x i jk
~2!Ej~v!Ek~v!. ~1!

The third-rank polar tensorx (2) vanishes in any cen
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trosymmetric medium. Hence, a symmetry breaking surf
or interface is a source of SHG, and gives rise to the extre
interface sensitivity of the technique. The presence of m
netization does not influence the bulk inversion symme
but does change the symmetry of the interface, making m
netic probing also interface sensitive.6 For an isotropic sur-
face in a transverse magneto-optical configuration (M iy, xz
is the plane of incidence! the nonlinear magneto-optical ten
sor x (2) can be written as

x~2!5S xxx xyy xzz 0 xzx 0

0 0 0 yzy 0 yxy

zxx zyy zzz 0 zzx 0
D . ~2!

The elements shown in bold face areodd in the magne-
tization ~roughly proportional to it.7!

For the MSHG measurements, a pulsed laser beam f
a Ti-sapphire laser (76 MHz3100 fs pulses! with a wave-
length of 760 or 810 nm was focused onto the sample. T
polarization of the incoming fundamental laser beam w
chosen using a Babinet Soleil compensator and a polar
was used afterward to ensure a high degree of light polar
tion. An analyzer was used to choose the polarization
outgoing SHG that was detected after proper filtering with
photomultiplier. To test different components of the nonli
ear optical tensor, different input–output polarization com
nations (Pin–Pout,Sin–Pout,Sin–Sout,Pin–Sout) were used,
whereP andS polarizations are defined as parallel and p
pendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively.

For the MOKE hysteresis measurements, a Wollas
prism in combination with a differential two-diode detectio
scheme was employed. The angle of incidence was alw
45°, and the detection arm could be rotated in order to m
sure the magneto-optical signal as a function of the angle
diffraction. Transverse magneto-optical geometry was u
for all experiments.
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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The samples were prepared in a computer-contro
sputtering system, base pressure of 531028 mbar, with ar-
gon as the sputtering gas. The deposition rates were kep
~1.7–2.0 Å/s for Pt and 0.4–0.6 Å/s for CoNi! to assure
smooth layer growth and good control of the layer thickne
A 40 nm thick Pt buffer layer was deposited on a Si~001!
substrate followed by a magnetic CoNi layer~thickness of
around 10 nm! and covered with a 5 nmthick Pt cap layer.
After deposition, the samples were lithographically pattern
to produce one-dimensional structures that consisted of m
netic stripes. Two different periods, 5mm ~the width of the
stripes is equal to 4mm! and 0.3mm ~the width of the stripes
is equal to 0.2mm!, were used.

Figure 1 shows hysteresis loops measured in differ
diffraction orders for the sample withd55 mm. In this con-
figuration ~a combination of angle of incidence, waveleng

FIG. 1. MOKE and MSHG hysteresis loops measured for different order
diffraction for the sample withd55 mm. Note that the second order fo
MSHG corresponds to the same beam direction as the first-order MOK
Downloaded 21 May 2003 to 130.89.19.36. Redistribution subject to AI
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and structure period! only first-order linear diffraction could
be seen. The same direction corresponds to second-o
MSHG diffraction. On the other hand, several diffracted o
ders were observed at negative angles. For the sample
periodd50.3mm ~see Fig. 2! only minus first-order MSHG
diffraction could be observed at the fundamental wavelen
of 810 nm. To measure the MOKE hysteresis loops in
same direction, a blue GaN laser withl5405 nm was used

An interesting feature of diffracted MSHG is the revers
of magnetic contrast with respect to that measured in
specular direction. This inversion, valid for both samples,
not appear in the linear MOKE. Note that contrast rever
was observed in an early study of MOKE diffraction,8 al-
though no explanation was given.

The shape of the first-order diffraction hysteresis loo
differs from all others by showing ‘‘overshoot’’ at magnet
zation reversal~see Fig. 1!. This overshoot has already bee
observed before in the linear MOKE9 and can tentatively be
explained by inhomogeneous reversal of the magnetiza
in the stripes. It is reasonable to suppose that, due to
lithography process, the edges of stripes have a higher
sity of defects and therefore larger coercive fieldHc , due to
the pinning. The total diffracted response can be descri
by a complex tensor reflectivity functionf̂ 5(x;a,b), where
a andb are angles of incidence and diffraction, respective
f̂ is periodic inx with the structure periodD. The net dif-
fracted field can be expressed as

Ediff}E
0

D

f̂ ~x;a,b!Einei2p•~sin a2sin b!x/ldx. ~3!

If f̂ 5const,Ediff[0 ~i.e., when there is no structure at all!.
This form suggests that features placed approximately ha
period from each other contribute opposite signs to fir
order diffraction. This can therefore explain why the ma
netic response of the edges of our wide~80% of the period!
lines contribute opposite to the response of the center p
Subtraction of the two loops with different coercive fie
would result in the observed shape. This increased coer
field has tentatively been confirmed for the 5mm sample by
magneto-optical microscopy measurements.

f

.

FIG. 2. MOKE and MSHG hysteresis loops measured for different order
diffraction for the sample withd50.3mm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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An interesting observation is that although the sa
overshoot is present in the MSHG loops as well, it is n
symmetric. It can be shown that this asymmetry is due to
fact that the measured MSHG response contains both te
that are linear as well as terms that are quadratic in mag
tizationM . The MSHG intensity as a function of magnetiz
tion M in terms ofoddandeveneffective tensor component
can be written as

I ~2v,M !}uxeven1xodd~M !u2

5uxevenu21uxodd~M !u2

1uxevenu•uxodd~M !ucos~w!, ~4!

wherew is the relative difference in phase betweenxevenand
xodd(M ). That is, when the odd contribution is not sma
with respect to the even contribution, the response is
linear in the magnetization. As can be seen, the MSHG l
becomes asymmetric when either the relative phase betw
the odd and even components is large or when their rati
large. In fact the contribution quadratic inM becomes com-
parable to the linear term when the ratioxodd/@xevencos(w)#
is large. Thus both the relative phase between the odd
even components as well as their ratio may influence
hysteresis shape significantly.10

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the MSHG inten
for two opposite magnetic directions as a function of t
angle of detection. Obviously, the MSHG signal is limited
narrow diffraction peaks. The background is practica
equal to the dark current of the photomultiplier. This mea
the absence of any large-scale roughness that may c
strongly diffusive SHG.11,12

It is seen in Fig. 3~as well as in Fig. 1! that there is
sizeable asymmetry between positive and negative diff
tion peaks, especially visible in second order. While the
erage intensity of the second-order diffraction signal is fi
times larger than that of the minus second one, the magn

FIG. 3. Dependence of the MSHG intensity for two opposite magn
directions as a function of the angle of detection.
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asymmetry is an order of magnitude smaller. This is e
plained by a change in the relative contribution of even a
odd tensor elements. The MSHG intensity is given by

I ~6M !}uaxzzz6bxxzzu2, ~5!

with a and b denoting the effective Fresnel factors. Th
leads to

I ~6M !}usin2~a!sin~b!xzzz1cos2~a!cos~b!xxzzu2, ~6!

where anglesa andb are denoted in Fig. 1. Obviously, th
increase of diffracting angleb increases the contribution
from xzzz and decreases that fromxxzz, resulting in a de-
crease of magnetic asymmetry. Given the fact that usu
xzzz is the largest component, it also explains the increas
average intensity.

In conclusion, nonlinear magneto-optical diffraction w
studied in one-dimensional arrays of magnetic stripes. So
interesting features of MSHG diffraction were found. Fir
there is sizeable asymmetry between the MSHG signal m
sured in positive and negative diffraction peaks, visible
pecially in second order. This can be simply explained by
influence of corresponding Fresnel factors. Next, the as
metric shape of the hysteresis loops themselves origin
from the very large amplitude of the magnetic signals.
nally, it was found that first-order diffraction hysteresis loo
differ from all others by showing an overshoot at magneti
tion reversal, both in MOKE and MSHG. Tentatively w
explain such behavior as due to inhomogeneous reversa
the magnetization in the stripes. It will be necessary to ch
these results in more detail by domain imaging these st
tures.
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